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A lot of students threw their studies themselves, they are not deducted, they just take the
documents themselves. There are a lot of reasons for which it takes a lot: some are simply tired of
the nervous tension associated with the constant writing of the course, abstracts, control, some
simply becomes boring, while others understand that they will deal with something else in life and do
not need education at all. The most interesting thing is that almost everything is then regretted that
they threw their studies.
How not to quit studies?
What to do if you are on the verge of such an act. If you feel about those who strongly get tired of a
large number of tasks, in order for you to make it easier for you, you can order a part of the tasks to
order execution from the pecialists. It will greatly facilitate your life, having rested from the training
load. You will return to study with new forces. In the fact that you ordered training tasks from another
person, and did not make them anything scary, if you are afraid that, ordering the work, miss
something important, you can always familiarize yourself with the work done and fill the gaps in
knowledge.

What to do if learning boring?
If you feel about those who became boring, then most likely you are not particularly engaged in your
free time or only study. But the student time is the most carefree time, work as such is not yet,
families as a rule also do not yet, no one is not tied to anything. In their free time, you can do
anything: having fun with friends, go to university events, go to concerts and in general, to do what
in more mature age will not be permanently. During the summer holidays, you can travel to long
distances, hitchhiking, hiking, cycling. It's not expensive and this is really a real journey with
adventures, even the most expensive ticket to the most expensive resort will not bring you so many
impressions and emotions. Having rested in this way you
Joy return to the new school year.
If you do not need education.
But if you understand that you do not need education, that in life you will deal with completely
different things and continued learning is just a waste of time, then it is possible that it is, but this is a
rare case. Many lead as a sample of such people as Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, Mark Zuckerberg, they
all threatened and achieved a very much. But always need to remember that all these people had a
huge goal and a huge desire to achieve her and the learning process interfered with them in this if
you think that let's leave and begin to deal with something and become the same great then in 99%

of cases it will not happen.
Therefore, before you make such a serious step, think very well !!!

